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Abstract—Image search plays an important role in our daily life.
Given a query, the image search engine is to retrieve images related
to it. However, different queries have different search difficulty
levels. For some queries, they are easy to be retrieved (the search
engine can return very good search results). While for others, they
are difficult (the search results are very unsatisfactory). Thus, it
is desirable to identify those “difficult” queries in order to handle
them properly. Query difficulty prediction (QDP) is an attempt to
predict the quality of the search result for a query over a given col-
lection. QDP problem has been investigated for many years in text
document retrieval, and its importance has been recognized in the
information retrieval (IR) community. However, little effort has
been conducted on the image query difficulty prediction problem
for image search. ComparedwithQDP in document retrieval, QDP
in image search is more challenging due to the noise of textual
features and the well-known semantic gap of visual features. This
paper aims to investigate the QDP problem in Web image search.
A novel method is proposed to automatically predict the quality
of image search results for an arbitrary query. This model is built
based on a set of valuable features that are designed by exploring
the visual characteristic of images in the search results. The exper-
iments on two real image search datasets demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed query difficulty prediction method. Two
applications, including optimal image search engine selection and
search results merging, are presented to show the promising appli-
cability of QDP.

Index Terms—Image retrieval, image search quality, query dif-
ficulty prediction (QDP).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the explosive growth of online image collection,
image retrieval plays an important role in our daily life.

Much research work has been conducted to search relevant im-
ages for a given query term, with emphases on various aspects,
e.g., effective low-level visual feature and high-level feature ex-
traction [1]–[5] and ranking and reranking algorithms design
[6]–[11].
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Despite the extensive efforts that have been made to improve
overall search quality, image search engines/systems still suffer
from a radical variance in performance over different queries.
Even for search systems that perform very well on average, the
quality of their search results may be poor for some queries. For
example, Fig. 1 shows the top-10-ranked images of three queries
returned by an image search engine. It shows that this search
engine performs very well on query “opera garnier” with 10
out of 10 relevant images returned, but only 1 out of 10 relevant
image returned for query “demonstration”. This phenomenon of
search quality variance over queries is caused by many factors,
e.g., the query itself, index approaches, ranking/reranking algo-
rithms, and image collections. To improve the search quality,
it is desirable to identify those “difficult” queries in order to
handle them properly. For example, for users, they can conduct
query expansion/reformulation for these difficult queries and
redo the search process to improve their search quality. For the
search engines, they can use alternative ranking strategies for
these difficult queries or expand the image collection by adding
more images related to them.
Query difficulty prediction (QDP) is an attempt to predict

the quality of search results returned by a given system for
the query over a given collection, in the absence of relevance
judgments and without user feedback [12], [13]. Usually, the
search quality is measured via average precision, etc. Query
difficulty prediction in text document retrieval has been well
explored for many years, and a lot of valuable methods have
been proposed [12], [14]–[17]. However, in image search, little
research has been conducted on image query difficulty predic-
tion. The query difficulty prediction in image search and text
document search is essentially different. Compared with QDP
in text document retrieval, QDP in image search is more chal-
lenging. In text document search, both the query and documents
are in the textual domain. Many QDP methods are designed to
explore the text distribution relationship between query and re-
turned documents. However, in image search, queries are tex-
tual, but returned images are visual. This domain difference es-
sentially makes it more challenging for query difficulty predic-
tion in image search. Besides, in image retrieval, the associated
textual information (surrounding text, image URL, etc.) is noisy
and insufficient to describe the rich content of images compre-
hensively and substantially. Visual features are the essential de-
scription of the images, but it suffers from the well-known se-
mantic gap [18].
In this paper, we target at query difficulty prediction for the

Web image search task. We propose a novel model to automati-
cally predict the query difficulty for any given query through the
machine learning approach. First, by analyzing the visual distri-
bution characteristics of good and bad search results of a set of
training queries, we derive several valuable features that are re-
lated to image search quality. Then, through a learning process,
the latent relationship between our derived features and the in-
herent query difficulty is mined and an query difficulty predic-
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Fig. 1. Top-10-ranked images for three queries (“opera garnier”, “Hollywood sign”, and “demonstration”) using a text-based image search engine, ordered left
to right. Query-relevant images are marked by red “ ”. It shows that this image search engine suffers from a radical variance in search performance over different
queries.

tion model is built. Finally, this model will be applied to any new
coming query to quantitatively measure its query difficulty.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first attempt that au-

tomatically predicts the query difficulty for Web image search
results. Themain contributions introduced in this paper are sum-
marized as follows.
• We quantitatively study and formulate the query difficulty
prediction problem for the Web image search. We propose
a set of valuable features and a machine learning based
method to automatically predict the quality of image search
results.

• Our proposed approach shows its effectiveness in query
difficulty prediction and promising application for optimal
search engine selection and search result merging.

• Most of conventional QDP methods usually only predict
a value for each query, to indicate the degree of its diffi-
culty. This indicator cannot reflect their exact search per-
formance well. Our proposed model can successfully solve
this problem, whose output is the estimation of real search
performance, instead of only an indicator. The mean ab-
solute error [19], [20] criteria is introduced to evaluate the
capacity of precise performance prediction.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we will give an overview of related work. Then
in Section III, we will define the query difficulty prediction
problem and detail the proposed QDP related features. Ex-
perimental results, including applications in image search
engine selection and search result merging, are presented in
Sections IV and V, respectively, followed by the conclusion in
Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Query difficulty prediction in text document retrieval has
been investigated for many years, and its importance has been
recognized in the information retrieval (IR) community [12],
[14], [15], [17], [21]–[24]. However, there is little research
work for it in image retrieval. In this section, we focus on

introducing the related work of query difficulty prediction in
text document retrieval, which can be categorized into two
groups: pre-retrieval prediction and post-retrieval prediction.
In pre-retrieval prediction, it attempts to evaluate the search

difficulty before the retrieval step [22]–[24]. It mainly relies on
statistics of query terms over document collection. He andOunis
[22] proposed several pre-retrieval predictors by considering the
intrinsic statistical features of queries, including query length,
standard deviation of the inverse document frequency (idf) of
terms in query, query scope, and simplified clarity score (SCS).
Kwok et al. [23] employed the support vector regression to train
a query difficulty prediction model with simple features, such
as log document frequency and query term frequency. Imran
and Sharan [24] proposed two pre-retrieval query difficulty pre-
dictors based on the co-occurrence information among query
terms. They assumed that higher co-occurrence of query terms
means more information conveyed, which leads to easier query
or lower query difficulty level. Pre-retrieval prediction has the
advantage of efficiency saving relevance scores computation
in retrieval process. However, due to the absence of the im-
portant retrieval list, pre-retrieval prediction usually does not
perform as well as post-retrieval ones. As reported in [22], the
post-retrieval clarity score [14] achieves much higher correla-
tions than pre-retrieval SCS [22].
In post-retrieval prediction, the retrieval step is con-

ducted first to return a retrieval list. Then, by analyzing the
statistical information within three sources—query, docu-
ments in the retrieval list, and the whole document collec-
tion—various post-retrieval query difficulty predictors are
proposed [12]–[15], [17], [21], [25]–[27]. According to their
basic assumptions, we can further group them into three cate-
gories, i.e., clarity-based, stability-based, and coherence-based.
Clarity-based methods usually predict query difficulty

by investigating the distribution difference between the
retrieved documents and the whole document collection.
Cronen–Townsend et al. [14] proposed the CS, which measures
the ambiguity of a query through the Kullback–Leibler (KL)
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divergence [28] between the language models created from
top-retrieved documents and all documents in the collection.
Encouraged by the success of the clarity score, more similar
research work has been proposed. For example, Amati et al.
[25] proposed to use the KL-divergence between the query term
frequency in the top retrieved documents and their frequency
in the whole collection. Hauff et al. [17] proposed improved
clarity score to solve the parameter sensitivity problem in
CS. Carmel et al. [27] proposed the use of distances between
queries, relevant documents, and collections as query dif-
ficulty predictors. The weighted information gain approach
proposed by Zhou and Croft [16] indicates the query difficulty
by measuring the information change from an average returned
document to the actual retrieval results. It is based on the
hypothesis that high-quality retrieval should be much more
effective than just returning the average document.
Stability-based methods predict query difficulty mainly

based on the investigation of the stability of several retrieval
results obtained from different ways. For example, several
works [12], [13], [26] predict query difficulty by measuring
the stability of retrieval results in the presence of perturbations
of the query, collection, and scoring function, respectively.
Specifically, Yom-Tov et al. [12] estimated the search results
quality by measuring the agreement between the top returned
results of full query and the top returned result of each of
the query terms. Zhou and Croft [26] proposed the ranking
robustness, which is defined as the similarity between ranked
lists generated from the original collection and the corrupted
collection. Aslam and Pavlu [13] first obtained numbers of
retrieval lists by using different scoring functions and then
mapped each ranked list of documents to a probability dis-
tribution. Then, the Jensen–Shannon divergence [29] among
these distributions is adopted as a query difficulty predictor.
Zhou and Croft [16] first constructed a new query from the top
returned documents of the original query. The original query
and the new query generated two different ranked lists of their
corresponding returned documents. The overlap of documents
in these two ranked lists is used for query difficulty prediction.
Coherence-basedmethods assume that the tightness of the top

returned documents can indicate the search quality. He et al.
[30] proposed the coherence score indicator, which measures
the portion of coherent document pairs in the top returned doc-
ument set. A pair of documents is defined as “coherent” if their
similarity exceeds a given threshold. Rudinac et al. [21] also ex-
ploited the coherence of the top-ranked documents returned by
the unexpanded query and several query expansion alternatives,
to select the best query expansion for spoken content retrieval.
All the above related work is designed for query difficulty

prediction for text document retrieval. Little research has been
conducted on image query difficulty prediction for image
retrieval. Xing et al. [31] used the textual features associated
with images (URL, surrounding text, etc.) to predict whether a
query is difficult to be represented by images or not. However,
this work does not investigate image visual features and does
not measure real image search performance. It only classifies
queries into two categories “easy” or “hard,” relying on simple
textual features. Li et al. [32] estimated the retrieval difficulty
of a given query image by analyzing the CS [14], spatial veri-
fication, and appearance consistency between the query image
and the retrieved top-ranked ones.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

For a query , the search engine can generate a search re-
sult , where is the th-ranked image.
The query difficulty is inversely related to the search perfor-
mance. The query with good retrieval performance means it is
not difficult to retrieve (has low query difficulty). Therefore,
this paper proposes to predict the query difficulty by approxi-
mating the search performance. In other words, given a query
, the query difficulty prediction is to estimate the quality (or
performance) of its search result . We denote the estimated per-
formance prediction as and its ground-truth performance
as . Here, search performance/quality can be measured via
various criteria, e.g., the commonly used measurements in in-
formation retrieval, such as precision, recall, average precision
(AP) [33], and normalized discounted cumulated gain (NDCG)
[34].
In this paper, we formulate the query difficulty prediction as

a regression problem. We first explore a set of valuable features
to reflect the characteristics of the search results and then use a
regression model to capture the dependency between those fea-
tures and their ground-truth search performance. Specifically,
for query , we extract a QDP related feature vector . Our
aim is to learn a regression function from
a set of training samples

The is the weighting coefficient vector. In this paper, we
adopt the powerful -support vector regression [35] for the
model learning. It is formulated as

subject to

(1)

where and are the slack variables, and controls the
tradeoff between model complexity and training error.
The regression model can be derived by solving

problem (1). Then this model can be applied to any testing
query to get its predicted performance

.
In the query difficulty prediction model , the QDP re-

lated feature vector plays a crucial role. It is nontrivial
to design such a feature to capture the query difficulty char-
acteristics. By analyzing the search results, we propose a set
of lightweight features from several aspects, including visual
clarity score, coherence score, representativeness score, and vi-
sual similarity distribution feature.

A. Visual Clarity Score

Since Cronen–Townsend et al. [14] first proposed the CS,
more research work has been proposed in a similar way with
a clarity score technique encouraged by its success [16], [17],
[25], [27]. It assumes that a better retrieval result is more dis-
tinctive from the whole dataset and therefore has a larger clarity
score. The clarity score measures the distribution difference
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Fig. 2. The collection language model and the query language models for the three example queries in Fig. 1. The visual clarity scores for them are
VCS(“opera garnier”) , VCS(“Hollywood sign”) , and VCS(“demonstration”) , respectively. It shows that the visual clarity score reflects
the search quality well. (Better view in color version.)

between the top-retrieved documents and the whole document
collection. Specifically, it calculates the query language model
from top returned documents and the collection language model
from all documents in the dataset. The CS is defined as the
KL divergence [28] between the query language model and
collection language model.
Inspired by this, we propose a visual clarity score (VCS)

for the image search query difficulty prediction task. This VCS
measures the distribution difference between the top returned
images and the whole image collection. The difficulty in calcu-
lating CS for the image search is that the query and images are
in different domains: textual and visual. To solve this domain
gap problem, we propose to use the popular visual bag-of-word
image representation. We first extract the scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) [1] features for each image with dense sam-
pling, and use k-means [36] to build a vocabulary/dictionary
with visual words. Then, each SIFT descriptor is quantized
into its corresponding visual word.With each image represented
as a sequence of visual words, we can estimate the query lan-
guage model and collection language model for
visual words as follows.
For query language model, it is defined as

(2)

where is a visual word, and is a set of images returned
for query . is defined as the term frequency of the word
in image .
For ,

(3)

Since each image has an equal prior , we only need to es-
timate the likelihood . In text document retrieval,
is defined as the product of the term frequency of each query
term in image ,

(4)

However, in our problem, the query is in textual domain and
cannot be represented by visual words.
Since the denotes the possibility of image to be

relevant to , we can estimate it by leveraging the text-based

search result. We define as 1 if image appears in the
top- returned images for query , else 0 if image does not
appear in the top- returned images for query ,

if Rank
else

(5)

where Rank denotes the rank of in . In other words, the
query language model is estimated over the top- -ranked im-
ages, which are assumed to be pseudorelevant to the query ac-
cording to the widely used pseudorelevance feedback assump-
tion [37], [38].
For the collection language model, is defined as the

term frequency of word over all images in collection . Then,
the visual clarity score is defined as the KL divergence [28]
between the language model and collection model

(6)

Fig. 2 shows the collection language model and the query lan-
guage models for the three example queries in Fig. 1. The clarity
scores for them are VCS(“opera garnier”) , VCS(“Hol-
lywood sign”) , and VCS(“demonstration”) , re-
spectively. It demonstrates that the visual clarity score reflects
the search quality well.

B. Coherence Score

For a good image search result, the top-ranked images in this
result must contain many query relevant images. Since rele-
vant images share common visual patterns, they are more vi-
sually similar than query irrelevant images. According to this
observation, we can measure the coherence character of the
top-ranked images to indicate the search quality, termed coher-
ence score (CoS). The effectiveness of coherency score in text
document search query difficulty prediction has been demon-
strated in [21] and [30]. In this paper, we will investigate its
capacity for image search query difficulty prediction.
We examine the visual similarity between any image pair

within top- -ranked ones and count the numbers of coherent
image pairs. The coherent image pairs are those whose visual
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similarities are larger than certain threshold . The CoS is
defined as the ratio of coherent pairs to all image pairs,

(7)

The is a binary function defined as

if
else

(8)

is the visual similarity between images and .
In this paper, each image is represented as a histogram of vi-
sual words as described in Section III-A. The intersection kernel
[39] is adopted for calculating the similarity between two his-
tograms. The threshold is defined as that 80% of image
pairs in the dataset have smaller visual similarity than this value.
The coherence scores of the three example queries in Fig. 1

are CoS(“opera garnier”) , CoS(“Hollywood sign”)
, and CoS(“demonstration”) , respectively. It shows

that the CoS also matches the search quality well.

C. Representativeness Score

As widely used as a basic underlying assumption in visual
reranking [6], [40], it is assumed that the representative images
in the search results are more likely to be query relevant. In other
words, a better search result consists of more representative im-
ages as top ones. According to this assumption, the representa-
tiveness of the top-ranked images can serve as the role for quan-
tifying the search quality. For representative score (RS), we first
calculate the density for each image via kernel density estima-
tion (KDE) [41],

(9)

where is the set of neighbors of image among the
images and is a kernel function that

satisfies both and .
The representativeness score is defined as the mean of the

density of top- -ranked images in ,

RS (10)

The representativeness scores for the three example queries in
Fig. 1 are RS(“opera garnier”) , RS(“Hollywood sign”)

, and RS(“demonstration”) , respectively. We
can see that the representativeness score is also consistent with
the search quality.

D. Visual Similarity Distribution of Top-Ranked Images

The above three features measure the overall characteristics
of the top- -ranked images. Besides those overall measure-
ments, the following features are designed to exploit them in
fine granularity as a complementation.
For query , given a ranking result , a visual similarity ma-

trix can be obtained by calculating pairwise image
similarity. The element in denotes the visual sim-
ilarity between the th and th-ranked images. The visual sim-
ilarity is in range [0, 1], and we equally divide it into -bins.

Fig. 3. Example images in Web353 dataset.

Then, the similarity matrix of top- -ranked images can
be quantified into a -bin histogram bymapping them into their
corresponding bins.We denote this visual similarity distribution
histogram feature as VSDH,

VSDH

(11)

With the VCS, CoS, RS, and VSDH, the final QDP related
feature vector can be derived by concatenating these four
individual features to a long feature vector. Then, the QDP
model will be trained on a set of queries according to (1)
to mine the dependency between and the ground-truth
search quality .

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed query difficulty prediction method by applying it on a
real Web image search dataset. For each query , a text-based
image search ranking list is generated by the image search en-
gine. Better search quality means less query difficulty. We esti-
mate the performance of text-based image search result for each
query, and then compare the predicted with its ground-
truth performance .

A. Dataset

In order to demonstrate the capacity of the proposed query
difficult prediction method, we conduct experiments on a large
public Web image search dataset “Web353”. This dataset is
collected by Krapac et al. [7]. They selected 353 queries from
the most frequent terms searched by the users on a popular
image search engine.1 For each query, the top-ranked images
found by the search engine are collected. There are about
200 images returned on average for each query, and this
dataset contains 71 478 images in total. Fig. 3 shows some
example images in this dataset. The 353 queries are diverse in
topics, including landmarks (“Eiffel Tower”), people (movie,
sports, and singer stars), design (painting (“Guernica”), logo
(“logo nba”), flag (“France flag”), object (vehicle (“bicycle”),
building (“skyscraper”), instrument (“violin”)), animal (“dol-
phin”), plant (“leeks”), event (“demonstration”), etc. Fig. 1
shows the top-10–ranked images for three example queries
(“opera garnier”, “Hollywood sign,” and “demonstration”).
The ground-truth relevance label for every image is evaluated

1Available [online]: http://www.exalead.com/search/image
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Fig. 4. The AP@20 on each of the 353 queries. Here, queries are sorted according to their AP@20 in ascending order for better view. This figure shows that the
performance of the image search engine varies largely over different queries.

on two levels, “relevant” or “irrelevant”. In this dataset, there
are 43.86% images labeled as relevant.

B. Experimental Setup

For query , given the text-based image search result returned
by the image search engine, its ground-truth performance is
measured via the commonly used noninterpolated average pre-
cision (AP) [33] in information retrieval. The AP averages the
precision values obtained when each relevant image occurs. The
AP of top- -ranked images AP is calculated as

AP precision rel (12)

where rel is the binary function on the relevance of the
th-ranked image with “1” for relevant and “0” for irrelevant.
The precision is the precision of top- -ranked images,

precision rel (13)

The is a normalization constant that is chosen to guarantee
that AP for the perfect ranking result.
The ground-truth search performance in terms of AP@20 for

each of the 353 queries in Web353 is illustrated in Fig. 4. In this
figure, the queries are sorted in ascending order of AP for better
view. It shows that the image search engine suffers a radical
variance in performance over different queries.
The density and visual similarity are calculated based on

images’ visual representation. In this paper, the bag-of-visual
word histogram is adopted, as described in Section III-A. The
SIFT [1] local descriptors are extracted for each image on a
dense grid. Then, a codebook is generated by clustering all the
local descriptors into 1000 groups [42]. By quantizing local
descriptors into visual words, each image is represented as a
histogram. The intersection kernel [39] is adopted for calcu-
lating the similarity between two histograms. The , number
of bins in VSDH, is empirically set as 50.
For the -support vector regression [35] model, we employ

an implementation of SVR (LIBSVM) developed by Chang and
Lin [43] with radial basis function kernel. The is set according
to the reciprocal of averaged pairwised distance over training
samples. The and are empirically set as 10 and 0.1, respec-
tively. We adopt the commonly used leave-one-out [27], [44]

for model training. Each time, we train the SVR model on 352
queries and then test this model on the left one query. Repeat it
353 times to ensure that each query has been used exactly once
as the test query.
For the baseline, although the work in [31] discusses the

image search query difficulty prediction problem, their method
is restricted to noun word queries and only determines the
noun word is “easy” or “hard” to be represented by images,
instead of predicting the real image search quality with a given
retrieval list. Since there is no other work on image search
query difficulty prediction and it is also a learning-based and
post-retrieval query difficulty predictor, we implement the text
document search query difficulty method proposed in [15] as
a baseline for comparison, by treating the associated textual
descriptions of each image as a document. According to [15],
we extract textual features for each image from its associated
textual descriptions, e.g., URL, surrounding texts, etc. We
denote this method as “TextQD” here since this method relies
on the associated textual features of the images only.

C. Experimental Results

For each query , we estimate its performance to ap-
proximate its ground-truth performance . To verity the ef-
fectiveness of ourmodel, we evaluate it from the following three
aspects.
1. Correlation Coefficient: For the 353 queries, we have

their ground-truth performance vector
and the one predicted by the proposed model

. All query difficulty
prediction work evaluates their methods by measuring the
correlation between and . The commonly used correla-
tion measurements include the Pearson’s liner correlation
[45] adopted in [13], [16], [17], [22], [24], [26], and [27],
nonparametric rank correlation Kendall’s [46] adopted in
[12], [13], [17], [23], [24], [26], and [27], and Spearman’s
[47] adopted in [14], [15], [22], [24], and [30]. The correlation
coefficients of the above three all range between ,
where means perfect negative correlation and 1.0 means
perfect positive correlation. For a better understanding, Fig. 5
gives an illustration of Pearson’s at different levels.
In this paper, all three correlation tests are adopted. We eval-

uate the proposed model at several truncation levels for , i.e.,
AP . The choice of depends
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Fig. 5. Illustration of Pearson’s linear correlation coefficients with 2-dimensional toy data.

TABLE I
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND P-VALUES OF QUERY DIFFICULTY PREDICTION

TABLE II
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND P-VALUES OF EACH INDIVIDUAL FEATURE

on the need in real applications. For example, it is very common
that most users may only view the images ranked in several top
pages. The correlation coefficients and corresponding P-values
are given in Table I. It reveals that our method (Ours) outper-
forms TextQD consistently over all . Our method achieves
a strong correlation between our predicted search performance
and the ground-truth performance. The P-value is far less than
0.05, which indicates that the correlation between them is statis-
tically significant. The reason why TextQD does not work well
is that, in image search, the textual features are not the essen-
tial descriptions for the images’ content; therefore, a lot of noise
(e.g., mismatching between images and surrounding texts) may
be introduced.
We also investigate the effectiveness of each of the four fea-

tures proposed in Section III. The experimental results are pre-
sented in Table II. It shows that each of the four features has
positive correlation with the query difficulty. Compared with
the results in Table I , the combination of the four fea-
tures achieves better results than each individual feature. Fig. 6
shows scatter plots of the ground-truth AP ( -axis) with the
three scores (a), (b), and (c), the AP predicted by our method
using only VSDH feature (d), the baseline method TextQD (e),
and our proposed method using all four kinds of features (f).
It shows that our method achieves the best correlation with the
ground-truth AP.
2. Classification Accuracy—For Hard and Easy Queries:

Since one of our aims is to detect the “hard” queries for han-

dling them properly later, we further evaluate our method by
constructing a hard and easy queries classification problem.
We split the 353 queries into two categories, “easy” and
“hard”, according to their ground-truth search performance.
We first get the average performance over all queries avgAP
as a threshold. We define queries whose ground-truth per-
formances are larger/smaller than this threshold avgAP as
“easy”/“hard” ones. For example, when , the threshold
avgAP , and there are 175 easy queries and 178 hard
queries. With this two-category query splitting, it becomes a
two-class classification problem. For each query , we check
our predicted performance , if is larger than avgAP,
then is predicted as “easy”, else this query is predicted as
“hard”. The classification accuracy is defined as

AC
Correctly predicted queries

Total queries
(14)

Besides this overall accuracy, we also examine the prediction
accuracy on each of the two categories, i.e., and .
They are defined as

Correctly predicted Easy queries
Total Easy queries

(15)

Correctly predicted Hard queries
Total Hard queries

(16)

The experimental results with different s are shown in
Table III. It shows that our method can classify most queries
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Fig. 6. Scatter plots of the correlation between ground-truth AP@20 ( -axis) with each of the four individual features: (a) visual clarity score; (b) coherence
score; (c) representative score; (d) visual similarity distribution histogram; and (e) the baseline method TextQD; as well as (f) the AP predicted by our proposed
method using all four kinds of features. Each star (*) in these scatter plots corresponds to a query. It shows that our method achieves the best correlation with
the ground-truth AP. (a) VCS: . (b) CoS: . (c) RS: .
(d) VSDH: . (e) TextQD: . (f) Ours:

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF QUERY DIFFICULTY PREDICTION IN

TERMS OF CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY

correctly and outperforms TextQD consistently. For example,
in , 72.24% queries are correctly classified to their
categories by our method while only 61.47% queries are cor-
rectly classified by TextQD. By further investigating
and , we find that our method performs well on both
categories. We notice that the performance decreases with
growing. The reason is that, when grows, more irrelevant
images are involved, which bring more noise in QDP related
feature extraction.
3.MAE—Mean Absolute Error: Besides the correlation coef-

ficient and classification accuracy, we also introduce to use the

mean absolute error (MAE) to evaluate our proposed model.
MAE is widely used in age estimation [19], [20] and collab-
orative filtering system [48], [49] problems. Here, we intro-
duce it as a new measurement for query difficulty prediction
problem. The MAE is defined as the mean of absolute predic-
tion error over all queries, i.e., MAE ,
where and is the number of queries. The
experimental results in terms of MAE are given in Table IV. It
shows that ourmethod achieves lessMAE than TextQDmethod.
However, this moderate MAE still has a large space for im-
provement. Precise prediction of the search performance is chal-
lenging and very important in real applications. In the future,
we will further investigate this problem and make an effort to
reduce the estimation error.
Conclusion: The above three criteria, i.e., correlation coef-

ficient, classification accuracy, and MAE, measure the discrim-
inative power of our query difficulty prediction model at dif-
ferent granularities. The experimental results discussed above
demonstrate the capacity of our proposed query difficulty pre-
diction method.

D. Complexity Analysis

The complexity consists of two parts. One is the time
complexity for calculating the similarity matrix , which
is , where is the dimension of the bag-of-visual
word histogram and is the number of images in text-based
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Fig. 7. Example images in the 29 queries dataset. Each image represents one query.

TABLE IV
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR OF QUERY DIFFICULTY PREDICTION

search result list. The other is the time complexity for cal-
culating the proposed four features in Section III, which is

, where is the truncation
level and is the number of bins in VSDH. In addition to
theoretical analysis, we also test the time cost experimentally.
The averaged time cost on Web353 dataset is about 0.2 s per
query, where , and is about
200. The algorithm is implemented using MATLAB and runs
on a PC with 3.40-GHz Intel Core CPU and 4-GB memory in
a single thread. From the theoretical analysis and experimental
data discussed above, we can see that the efficiency of our
method is acceptable for online applications.

V. APPLICATIONS ON IMAGE SEARCH ENGINE
SELECTION AND SEARCH RESULT MERGING

In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method by applying it to optimal image search engine
selection and search result merging. Specifically, each query
has two ranking lists generated by two search engines—Bing
and Google. The search performance of the two search engines
varies largely on different queries, as shown in Fig. 8. By
estimating the query difficulty for each query on two search

engines, we can determine which search engine returns better
search results for query and then present the better one to
users.

A. Dataset

We collected a dataset from two popular image search
engines, Microsoft’s Bing and Google. A total of 29 popular
queries were selected from a commercial image search engine
query log and popular tags from Flickr. These queries cover a
vast range of topics, including scene (“sky”, “winter”), objects
(“funny dog”, “grape”), named person (“George W. Bush”),
etc. We submitted each query to Bing and Google, respectively,
and collected at most the top-1000 images returned by each
search engine. There are 50 566 images contained in this dataset
in total. Some example images in this dataset are shown in
Fig. 7. For each query, the relevance labels of returned images
are evaluated on two levels: “relevant” or “irrelevant”. In this
dataset, there are 42.23% images labeled as relevant.
Fig. 8 gives the AP@40 on each query for the two search

engines as well as the overall performance MAP (mean AP
over all queries). We find that although Bing and Google give
comparable MAPs (0.5224 and 0.5236, respectively), their
performances on individual queries are quite different. Fig. 8
shows that Bing achieves better performance on about half
of the queries (15/29) while Google performs better on the
other half (14/29). If we can automatically determine the query
difficulty for each query on two search engines, a better perfor-
mance can be obtained by selecting optimal search engine for
each query.
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Fig. 8. The AP@40 on each of the 29 queries as well as the mean AP (MAP) over all queries for two search engines—Bing and Google (here, queries are sorted
according to their AP difference for better view).

TABLE V
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS AND ACCURACY IN SEARCH ENGINE SELECTION FROM BING, GOOGLE

The experimental setting is the same as that in Section IV.
The bag-of-visual words histogram is adopted for image rep-
resentation, and the leave-one-out method is applied for model
training.

B. Evaluation

For each query , there are two ranking lists:
and . We predict the search quality
and respectively. The predicted performance
difference is . We com-
pare with the ground-truth performance difference

. We also evaluate it from the
following two aspects.
1) Correlation Coefficient: The Kendall’s , Pearson’s

and Spearman’s correlation coefficients be-
tween the ground-truth performance difference vector

and the one predicted by our
model .

2) Prediction Accuracy [defined as in (14)]: Here, correctly
predicted queries are those queries that satisfy ,
i.e., the preference relationship between the two ranking
lists for query is correctly predicted.

Search Engine Selection: We also evaluate four different
, i.e., , as in Section IV. The experimental

results in terms of correlation coefficients and accuracy are
reported in Table V. It shows that good correlation coefficients
are achieved, and the P-values are smaller than 0.05 in most
cases except . The prediction accuracy arrives above
70%. It demonstrates that the model can choose better search
engine from Bing and Google for a majority of queries. There-
fore, a better performance will be achieved after this suitable

search engine selection. The MAP of Bing , Google
, and the one generated by our model selection
are given in Table VI. Column in

Table VI is the maximal MAP by selecting optimal search
engine for each query according to their ground-truth per-
formance ideally. Table VI shows that achieves
consistent performance improvements over both and

as well as random selection for all
. From Tables V and VI, we draw the conclusion that the

proposed model chooses better search engine from Bing and
Google for most queries, and therefore it can be successfully
applied to optimal search engine selection.
Search Results Merging: In search engine selection, for each

query, we choose a better one from and . Instead of
this binary selection, we can merge the two results to get a better
one. For query , when we have no idea of the performance of
the two search results, the two results may contribute equally for
the final merging results. If we have the knowledge of which
one is better than the other, then a higher merging weight can
be assigned to it while a lower weight is assigned to the other
one. Our model can serve this role by using the predicted perfor-
mance difference to set appropriate merging weight. Specif-
ically, the is first normalized into , and then for query
, the weighting coefficients for and are defined
as and ,
respectively. To form the merging result, we assign a score to
each image. The score for a image is determined by three fac-
tors: its original rank position in , its density , and the afore-
mentioned search engine specific weighting coefficient (
or ). Specifically, the score for the th-ranked images in

is . The score for the th-ranked
image in is . The final
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TABLE VI
MAP ( 100) COMPARISON IN SEARCH ENGINE

SELECTION FROM BING, GOOGLE

TABLE VII
MAP ( 100) COMPARISON BETWEEN WEIGHTED MERGING ACCORDING TO
OUR QUERY DIFFICULTY PREDICTION AND EQUAL WEIGHT MERGING

merging ranking list is derived by sorting all images in and
in ascending order of their scores. The performance of

weighted merging results are given in Table VII, compared with
the equal weight merging in which .
The search engine selection is actually a hard merging of the
two search results with weights either 1 or 0. Table VII clearly
demonstrates that merging by leveraging our query difficulty
prediction outperforms the equal weight merging consistently.
Besides the applications described above, our method also

has many other applications in a variety of image retrieval areas.
For example, our method can be used to help collect massive
clean training data. Automatic training data collection is an im-
portant issue inmany applications, e.g., annotation [50], concept
detection [51], and captioning [52]. By automatically predicting
the quality of the data collected fromWeb, our method can keep
the collected data clean by discarding noisy data. Another useful
application of our method is that it can provide prior information
for image search reranking methods to tune their parameters ac-
cording to the predicted query difficulty and can automatically
determine optimal reranking algorithms and features for each
query [53], [54]. Furthermore, our method can be used to per-
form selective automatic query expansion and suggestion for
users.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a method to automatically predict
the query difficulty for Web image search. We design four valu-
able features and then formulate the query difficulty predic-
tion as a regression problem. The experimental results on two
real Web image search datasets have demonstrated the effec-
tiveness of our query difficulty prediction approach and also its
promising applications in automatic search engine selection and
search result merging.
In this paper, we focus solely on leveraging the visual fea-

tures for query difficulty prediction. We do not investigate the
combination of both textual and visual features. The joint uti-
lization of features from both cues is assumed to derive better

performance. We leave it as our future work and also will ex-
plore more sophisticated query difficulty prediction related fea-
tures and to build more effective methods in the future.
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